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Abstract
A new second order digital phase locked loop is proposed with 
an acquisition aid from a fuzzy logic controller. Here, control 
signal of Digitally Controlled Oscillator (DCO) is adjusted by 
loop filter in addition with a fuzzy logic controller which uses 
carrier phase and frequency error as input data. This addition helps 
the loop to perform exceptionally well to achieve the conflicting 
requirements of minimum acquisition time and maximum noise 
rejection. A further improvement towards this direction is noticed 
when the conventional DCO is equipped an additional phase 
control arrangement. The system level model of this proposed 
Fuzzy aided phase frequency controlled DPLL is implemented on 
a reconfigurable logic platform using system generator®, a tool 
from Xilinx® used for FPGA design. The improved ability of 
this proposed loop to track a frequency offset input is presented. 
A significant enhancement in noise squelching property is also 
demonstrated for demodulation of a single tone FM in presence 
of Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN).
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I. Introduction
In carrier phase estimation instrument, such as Global Positioning 
System (GPS) receiver, Digital Phase Locked Loop (DPLL) is an 
integral part. The DPLL locks an input signal and tracks this signal 
by means of feedback control configuration. A second order loop 
is generally used for its better noise squelching property, [1-2]. For 
accurate phase estimation, a narrow loop bandwidth is often used 
to reduce the noise but that leads to serious degradation in DPLL 
acquisition performance. The DPLL, based on adaptive bandwidth 
criterion can meet these two requirements simultaneously 
by dynamically controlling the loop filter coefficients using 
automatic gain control such as, fuzzy logic controller. Fuzzy 
systems especially have gained importance due to surprising ease 
with which fuzzy controller can be designed. Few researchers 
successfully investigated such fuzzy based designs [3-5].

Fig. 1: Proposed Fuzzy Aided PFC-DPLL

An acquisition aid is an alternative way to achieve faster acquisition 
with a narrow loop bandwidth. The best known among the several 
schemes is phase frequency detector aided loop. But, it has a 
limitation that it is not generally employed in locking to noisy 
signals [1]. For the first time in this paper, a second order loop with 
a fuzzy based acquisition aid is proposed where a shorter settling 
time and better noise immunity is observed. The performance 
improves further when the Digitally Controlled Oscillator (DCO) 
in the loop is replaced by its modified version where DCO output 
phase along with frequency can be varied by the input control 
signal [6-7].
In the following section, the architecture of the Fuzzy aided Phase 
Frequency Controlled DPLL (PFC-DPLL) is demonstrated. Then 
hardware implementation is suggested using Xilinx® blocks in 
Matlab/Simulink® platform [8-9]. Finally, the simulation results of 
proposed loop along with other loops are presented and compared. 
It clearly shows that Fuzzy aided PFC-DPLL settles sooner to the 
steady state with smaller oscillator peaks than the other forms of 
DPLL. Again, its ability of noise elimination is proved to be much 
superior to its other counterparts.

II. Architecture of the Proposed Loop
The block diagram, shown in fig. 1, depicts the major components 
of the proposed loop. To validate the performance of the loop 
under external additive disturbances, the incoming signal mixed 
with an additive Gaussian noise is considered.
The major sections of this loop are, 

A. IQ Phase Detector
This is an error detector which compares the phase input ψi(kT) 
with the phase estimate ψ0(kT) generated by DCO. So, output of 
the IQ phase detector is, 

   (1)

   (2)

   (3)
where,   and   

                                           .   
Here, nI,k and nQ,k are in-phase and quadrature phase baseband 
noise components due to input noise.
Here RF filtering is done with the help of in-phase and quadrature 
components of incoming signal and DCO output, to avoid 
interaction between loop filter and RF filter.

A. Loop Filter
This is a discrete low pass filter D(z) which makes a compromise 
between noise rejection and the ability to track the signal variations 
of predetermined bandwidth. The filter transfer function is,
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In-phase component of phase detector output is taken for filter 
input. So filter output in Z domain is,

)()()( zDzRzG I=      (5)

B. Frequency Discriminator
It gives a measure of frequency difference between the input signal 
and the DCO output signal. This is realized by two differentiator 
followed by two multipliers and finally a subtractor. With the help 
of this structure frequency error can be generated as, 

  (6)
where,  kn ,w is noise disturbance in input signal frequency.

C. Fuzzy Logic Controller
Fuzzy control provides a means of converting a control strategy 
composed of a set of linguistic rules into an automatic control 
strategy. This technique requires only moderate computational 
complexity compared to conventional schemes, while tracking 
the phase and frequency fluctuations effectively and rapidly.
Here a dual input single output Mamdani type fuzzy inference 
system is considered [10]. The input crisp variables to the fuzzy 
logic controller are the error signal,

)(11 kex =      (7a)

)(22 kex =      (7b)
where, phase detector gives a measure of phase error in e1(k) 
and frequency discriminator provides a measure of frequency 
error in e2(k).
The crisp variable output by the fuzzy controller in addition with 
the output from loop filter is control signal of DCO.
Each universe of discourse is partitioned into several subsets. 
That is, the ranges of input variables and output variable were 
partitioned into three subsets each and assigned the linguistic 
connectives “N” for negative, “Z” for zero and “P” for positive 
due to symmetry of the variables. The fuzzy relationships or 
Membership Functions (MFS) assigned to each variable subset 
are triangular shaped as shown in fig. 2. The fuzzy rule table 
providing the human knowledge base of the controller is shown 
in the Table 1. It indicates the absolute value of the fuzzy output 
grows rapidly when the absolute phase error or frequency error 
becomes large, and improves DPLL tracking capability. If the 
absolute phase error and frequency error are small, the fuzzy 
output is reduced. 
The fuzzy rules can be expressed as,
Ri : If 1x  is iA1 and 2x  is iA2  then y  is iB , i = 1, 2,…….9.
where, 1x , 2x  and y  are linguistic variables, and iA1 , iA2  and iB  
are linguistic levels (or fuzzy subsets) characterized by MFS. 
One of the several defuzzification methods is applied for obtaining 
the crisp variables output by the fuzzy controller. The fuzzy to 
crisp conversion utilized in present design is known as weighted 
average method. This method consists of finding [10],

    (8)
where, the average ky  is the average of the kth partition i.e. 

2/(min)](max)[ kkk yyy +=  and  represents its 
membership value at the kth quantization level. 

Fig. 2: Membership Functions of Inputs and Output

Table I: Fuzzy rule table

           )(1 ke
)(2 ke

N Z P

N N N Z
Z N Z P
P Z P P

C. Modified IQ Digitally Controlled Oscillator
A conventional DCO estimates the phase input to the DPLL on 
the basis of filter’s output. The output phase is varied by changing 
output frequency which is proportional to the input control signal 
in a DCO. A modification is incorporated in this DCO where 
output phase can be varied directly with input control signal. The 
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discrete transfer function of this modified DCO is,

   (9)                              
where, Kpm is the phase sensitivity (rad/V).
FLC output along with filter output is forcing the DCO output to follow the input signal more quickly by varying the control signal. 
The DCO generated phase estimation in z domain can be written as, 

   (10)
where, )(zF is the output of fuzzy logic controller.
So, the phase error can be represented in z domain as, 

  (11)
It is clearly seen that the DCO phase estimation is influenced by fuzzy logic contrller output, F(z) as shown in equation (10). Further, 
from equation (11) it is observed that phase error can arrive to its steady state value much earlier by proper optimization of F(z).

III. Hardware Implementation of DPLL Model

   (a)

       (b)
Fig. 3: (a) Modified DCO Model, (b) Proposed DPLL Model Using Xilinx® System Generator Simulink® Tool
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System Generator® is set of tools for DSP development provided 
by Xilinx®. It is based on the Matlab/Simulink® environment used 
for FPGA design. The system generator® block is the program 
that generates VHDL code for the Simulink® model that has been 
created using Xilinx® blocks [8-9].
The architecture of the modified IQ DCO is based on equation 
(9) as shown in fig. 3(a). The following Xilinx® blocks are used 
in this design.
Counter: To set the time variable
Constant: Decides the free running frequency of the DCO 
Delay: To design discrete integrator
Gateway In: To convert Simulink® integer, double and fixed point 
data types into System Generator® fixed point data type.
Gateway Out: To convert the System Generator® fixed point data 
type into Simulink® double 
ROM: To generate sine/cosine waveform
This IQ DCO is used for the implementation of DPLL architecture 
using Xilinx® blocks as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). Here, modulated 
signal is received from an input IQDCO. The fuzzy aided PFC-
DPLL is designed using Xilinx® blockset following the block 
diagram (Fig. 1) of preceding section. The noise generator and 
fuzzy logic controller is implemented with the help of inbuilt tools 
available in Matlab/Simulink®.

IV. Simulation Results
In this section, the performance of the proposed second order 
DPLL is investigated and compared with the other two versions 
using Xilinx® blocks in Matlab/Simulink®. The following values 
are taken for hardware simulation.
Simulation time = 0.5 sec.   Sampling period = 1/65536 sec.  
Number of Bits = 16. Carrier frequency = 1000Hz.
The DPLL, Fuzzy aided PFC-DPLL with conventional DCO and 
Fuzzy aided PFC-DPLL with modified DCO are simulated for a 
frequency step input. Fig. 4 (a), (b), (c) show the responses when 
an instantaneous 16 Hz frequency offset is applied. For the given 
loop bandwidth when conventional DPLL fails to lock, the Fuzzy 
aided PFC-DPLL conveniently acquire the frequency offset with 
settling time 12.3 ms for 5% frequency error specification. But, 
the transient response of this proposed DPLL settles even early at 
4.5 ms for similar specification when this form DPLL incorporates 
the modified DCO in its loop instead of conventional DCO.
A single tone frequency modulated signal is considered as input 
where tone signal has frequency of 50Hz. This unitary power 
signal is subjected to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) 
which is generated by the Matlab/Simulink® block with SNR 
=20dB. A black box based testing is conducted to study the 
additive noise process. Once again the performances of three 
types of 2nd order DPLL are studied. Figure 5 illustrates the one 
sided amplitude spectrum, obtained by DFT, of the filter output 
of three types of loop. It shows that conventional 2nd order DPLL 
is unable to track the input signal and only noise is dominant in 
the spectrum. The suppression of noise arises in the spectrum is 
clearly visible in the Fuzzy aided loop, especially when modified 
DCO is utilized in the loop.

Fig. 4: Transient Response for (a) DPLL Output, (b) Output of 
Fuzyy Aided PFC-DPLL, (c) Output of Fuzyy Aided PFC-DPLL 
with Modified DCO when Input Frequency Offset is 16 Hz

Fig. 5: One Sided Amplitude Spectrum of (a) DPLL Output, (b) 
Fuzyy Aided PFC-DPLL Output, (c) Ouput of Fuzyy Aided PFC-
DPLL with Modifed DCO for a Single Tone FM Demodulation 
with Input SNR = 20dB
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V. Conclusion
The novel second order DPLL architecture has been described 
and a corresponding design method is proposed. It has been 
theoretically analyzed that additional influence of the fuzzy logic 
controller output to the DCO input can make significant changes 
in the phase error obtained from DPLL. The knowledge of phase 
error and frequency error helps fuzzy logic controller to drive the 
DCO in the right direction. Modification in the DCO architecture 
has given the Fuzzy aided PFC-DPLL a new dimension. Under 
Matlab/Simulink® environment, the system level model is 
established by using Xilinx® blocksets. Hardware simulation 
confirms the correctness and feasibility of the design. Simulation 
results show a remarkable improvement of this proposed DPLL 
over its other versions. 
Finally, the Xilinx® model in Simulink® can easily be implemented 
on FPGA board using system generator®. Then a hardware co-
simulation can be performed where a co-simulation integrates 
Simulink® simulation capabilities with a hardware implementation 
to verify the functionality of the system. The modulated and 
demodulated signals can also be routed to oscilloscope in order 
to have more accuracy in measurements.
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